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The Funds for Excellence at HACC 
https://youtu.be/jXmNnGTvynE  

 
 
[Fade in on ANDREA CERVANTAS, HACC Student, Senator, Student Government Association, sitting at a table] 
[Fade in music] 
 
ANDREA 
My name is Andrea Cervantes, and I am a marketing student here at HACC. 
 
[Cut to shot of English instructor talking in classroom] 
 
ANDREA VO 
I chose HACC because of the high-quality education I need to begin my career right after graduating. 
 
[Cut to shot of instructor talking in chemistry classroom with chemistry equipment in the foreground] 
 
ANDREA VO 
It is a HACC priority to stay up-to-date with the most advanced programs and technology. 
 
[Cut to shot of student’s hands typing on desktop computer keyboard] 
 
ANDREA VO 
However, with budget cuts and the rising costs of technology,  
 
[Cut to shot of tutor working with a student] 
 
ANDREA VO 
it is hard to keep up with expenses. 
 
[Cut to shot of student speaking with librarian at library desk] 
 
ANDREA VO 
Even though some costs are high, 
 
[Cut to shot of math instructor working with touch screen technology in the classroom] 
 
ANDREA VO 
HACC is committed to providing exceptional educational programs  
 
[Cut to shot of art instructor speaking to students in the art room] 
 
ANDREA VO 
to me and my fellow students. 
 
[Cut to shot of fingers typing on an iPad] 
 
ANDREA VO 

https://youtu.be/jXmNnGTvynE
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That is why they developed the Funds for Excellence  
 
[Cut to shot of fingers typing on a desktop computer keyboard] 
 
ANDREA VO 
as part of the Invest. Impact. Inspire.  
 
[Cut to wider shot of student sitting at computer and working with a tutor] 
 
ANDREA VO 
Campaign for HACC. 
 
[Cut to wide shot of York Campus CYTEC building hallway] 
 
ANDREA VO 
The Funds for Excellence  
 
[Cut to shot of student studying on a bench in the Lancaster Campus atrium] 
 
ANDREA VO 
are specifically designed to financially support  
 
[Cut to shot of nursing students surrounding a hospital bed with a mannequin] 
 
ANDREA VO 
innovative initiatives that offer students, like me, 
 
[Cut to a wide shot of students next to a fire truck in turnout gear spraying a hose at HACC’s burn building] 
 
ANDREA VO 
the most cutting-edge technology and programs to prepare us for careers in our field. 
 
[Cut to shot of two people looking under the hood of a car at the York Campus] 
 
ANDREA VO 
Here’s how it works. If HACC employees feel they need additional funding  
 
[Cut to shot of CNC machine at Midtown I building] 
 
ANDREA VO 
to provide us with a new program that will elevate our educational experiences, they can apply  
 
[Cut to shot of Lebanon Campus students performing CPR on a mannequin on a gurney and moving the gurney 
into an ambulance] 
 
ANDREA VO 
for funding through the Funds for Excellence. If the funding is available, a committee reviews 
the application and, if approved, the employees will receive the funding. 
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[Cut to close up of a HVAC student’s hands holding a refrigerant manifold] 
 
ANDREA VO 
It’s as easy as that. 
 
[Cut to reverse shot of HVAC student holding a refrigerant manifold] 
 
ANDREA VO 
An education with innovative programs and technology makes a huge difference 
 
[Cut to chemistry instructor wearing eye protection pointing to projector screen in classroom] 
 
ANDREA VO 
and allows me to be competitive in the workforce right away. 
 
[Cut to student driving a piece of warehouse equipment] 
 
ANDREA VO 
Please support students like me by reviewing the various funds for excellence 
 
[Cut to a culinary class in a kitchen listening to their culinary instructor] 
 
ANDREA VO 
and making a gift to one or a few of them. 
 
[Cut to a rack focus shot from a nursing student to a HACC Nursing arm patch] 
 
ANDREA VO 
From programs like culinary arts and healthcare, to virtual learning and fire and police training, 
 
[Cut to an international student talking with an instructor at an event] 
 
ANDREA VO 
our various funds are as beautifully diverse as our student population. 
 
[Cut to close up of ANDREA speaking] 
 
ANDREA 
I am confident that you will find something worthy of your support. Thank you for supporting me and my 
fellow students. 
 
[Music fades out] 


